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A letter from our 
ChAir of the BoArd

deAr stAkeholder
2022 has been an unforgettable year, for better or for 
worse. We have seen immense progress on actors com-
ing together to solve important sustainability issues. Most 
notably, at the 2022 UN Biodiversity Conference (COP15) 
in Montreal, nations adopted specific goals and targets 
for 2030 in the UN Biodiversity agreement. The focus 
on issues of biodiversity and nature is also addressed in 
Science Based Targets for Nature, who expect to develop 
specific targets by 2023 for companies to measure their 
contribution to a nature-positive economy. 

Additionally, we have seen development within the 
standards of sustainability reporting. The EU adopted a 
new law on corporate sustainability reporting for large 
and listed companies that helps investors, society and 
organisations evaluate the sustainability performance 
of a company. The law was put into effect January 2023, 
and shows a positive shift towards a sustainable future 
in a variety of areas.

However, while steps are being taken towards a better 
future, we have also been met with challenges. 2022 
has been a year of rising inflation and interest rates, an 
energy crisis, and a war in Europe following Russia’s in-
vasion of Ukraine. At SDG Invest, we hope to see an end 
to the war soon and for the Ukrainian people to be able 
to thrive peacefully in their own land. 

The financial markets also took a toll during 2022, affect-
ing SDG Invest. For the first time since our inception, SDG 
Invest had a negative return of 15,7%, a performance 
which reflects the market. Topics of inflation and higher 
interest rates will remain prevalent in the coming year, 
but the strong financial statements of our portfolio 
companies during 2022, reassures us that our investment 
strategy is right for long-term returns. We expect to see 
a stronger financial performance for SDG Invest in 2023.

Sustainability remains paramount for our portfolio 
 companies, despite financial challenges. Particular em-
phasis was placed on renewable energy, as the world 
rapidly shifted away from relying on Russian fossil fuels. 

The SDG Invest portfolio companies have adopted 
renewable energy at a large scale, with the average 
portfolio company using more than 40% renewable 
energy. Adopting renewable energy at scale is key in 
achieving the Paris Agreement goal of limiting global 
warming to 1,5 degree celsius, and avoiding the worst 
of the climate crisis. 

SDG Invest portfolio companies are continuously 
 evolving their efforts within advancing sustainable 
development, and our 2022 Impact Report will give 
investors extensive insight into performance on key 
sustainability parameters. We’re thrilled to see progress 
among our portfolio, as they step up to the challenge 
of creating a sustainable future. Many are committing 
to net-zero targets and scaling initiatives in their supply 
chains to maximise positive impact on people and the 
environment. They are also strategically implementing 
the circular economy to a larger extent, while  working 
 together in strategic sustainability partnerships to 
 advance sustainable development. 

However, these sustainability efforts are just the begin-
ning. The urgency of the situation demands that we act 
with purpose and determination to achieve real change. 
As active owners, we are pushing for even more ambiti-
ous action from companies to ensure that they are doing 
their part in the fight against climate change and inequal-
ity, working together so that no one is left behind.

We cannot afford to be complacent. The time for action 
is now. Let’s work together to create a sustainable future 
that works for all. 
 
 
BArBArA sCheel  
AgersnAp 
Chair of the Board 

»We cannot afford to be complacent.  
The time for action is now. Let’s work together  

to create a sustainable future that works for all.«
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Sector  
focus

2022
Year in review

highlights

portfolio overview

  24 % 
Information

techno-
logy

2 % 
Financials3 % 

Communication 
Services

  17 % 
Consumer

staples 12 % 
Health

care

14 % 
Materials

 15 % 
Industrials

 12 %
Consumer
discretio- 

nary

+1,800
 

investors
(2022: +1800)

-15�72%
return in 2022
(2021: +27,94%)

+29%
 

CO2 emissions
(2021: -31,6%)
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weiGHTeD averaGe
Carbon inTensiTY 
of THe sDG invesT 

porTfolio

article 9 fund

SDG Invest is classified as an Article 9 fund. Article 9 means that the fund ‘has  
sustainable investment as its objective’. The objective of SDG Invest is to contribute  
to the achievement of the Paris-Agreement target of limiting global warming to  
1.5 degrees celsius, through an investment strategy that is founded on the  
UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

Article 

9
Investment funds that 
have sustainability as an 
integral objective of their 
investment strategy

59 
portfolio  

companies

$29 bn

average  annual 
 revenue per 

 portfolio company

88,528 
average number  
of employees per  
portfolio company

59.0 %
Europe

5.0 %
Asia

36.0 %
USA
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impACt highlights

women in   
exeCutive  

mAnAgement

SCIENCE-BASED 
tArgets

73%
 

of portfolio companies have set 
Science-Based Targets. 
(2021: 66% | 2018: 35%)

CirCulAr
prinCiples

80%
 

of portfolio companies have strategi-
cally implemented circular economy 

principles in their business opera-
tions, through specific targets.

(2021: 55%)

NET-ZERO 
tArgets

66%
 

of portfolio companies have set 
net-zero targets for the entire 

value chain. That figure increases 
to 81%, when including compa-
nies that have set scope 1 and 

scope 2 net-zero targets. 

supplY ChAin 
due diligenCe

85%
 

of portfolio companies have ex-
tensive descriptions of their supply 
chain due diligence programmes, 

describing assessments, audits and 
remediation to ensure human rights 

and worker rights. 

initiAtives And 
pArtnerships 

98%
 

of portfolio companies are engaged 
in multi-stakeholder initiatives or 

strategic sustainability partnerships. 
Our companies recognise that 

sustainability challenges can only be 
solved when working together. 

ContriButes 
to sdgs

83%
 

of portfolio companies have 
developed products and/or 

solutions that directly contrib-
ute to the UN SDGs, integrating 

sustainable development in their 
business model.  

25% is the average percentage 
of women in executive 
management positions in 
our portfolio companies. 
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the future of sustAinABilitY

In recent years, we have discussed biodiversity, senior 
management diversity, and sustainability reporting reg-
ulation as key trends that have developed, and which 
companies must take into account.  Our predictions are 
based on our extensive experience within sustainability 
and sustainable investments, and the insight we gain 
from engaging with other actors within the field. 

This year, we will explore the concept of avoided emis-
sions, and the increased presence of political risk as 
a central factor in ESG analysis. We believe that these 
topics will play a larger role in the future, in order for 
the world to move toward a more prosperous future for 
people and the planet. 

meAsuring emissions to ACCelerAte ACtion
The world is facing an unprecedented challenge in the 
form of climate change. Already, climate change is caus-
ing dangerous and widespread disruption in the environ-
ment and affecting the lives of billions of people around 
the world. To avoid the worst consequences, ambitious, 
accelerated action is required to reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions quickly and substantially. 

The private sector can and must contribute to acceler-
ated action on emissions reduction. On the one hand, 
their operations are a significant contributor to climate 
change, and on the other, companies have huge oppor-
tunities to make a difference. Awareness of their own 
GHG emissions are key for companies. 

Since the GHG Protocol proposed standards and tools 
for measuring emissions in 2001, thousands of com-
panies have adopted them, to the point where many 
global companies are now reporting reliable and com-
parable data on their GHG emissions.

Reporting on GHG emissions is now widespread and 
expected of any company claiming to have ambitions 
within the sustainability agenda. Scope 1, scope 2 and 
scope 3 emissions have become well-established terms 
for companies and within the investment community, 
when considering targets for reducing emissions. A 
new conversation is currently emerging, one that we, 
at SDG Invest, expect will only get more prominent in 
the coming years. A conversation on the role of avoided 
emissions, also called scope 4 emissions. 

the role of Avoided emissions 
 in impaCT invesTinG

Every year, SDG Invest publishes our perspective on 
the sustainability trends, which we believe will shape 

the sustainability agenda in the coming years� 
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Avoided emissions enABle impACt
Avoided emissions refer to the greenhouse gas emis-
sions that are not emitted or reduced due to the adop-
tion of climate friendly practices or technologies. Both 
electric and traditional cars, for instance, have similar 
emissions during the production phase, but if a compa-
ny increases their sale of electric vehicles, they enable 
customers to avoid emissions when the car is in use. 

One of the most significant benefits that measuring 
avoided emissions can bring, is the opportunity to 
 advance innovations in low-carbon technologies. 

As companies gain understanding of the footprint that 
each of their solutions have, they can begin to find ways 
to maximise their avoided emissions. Avoided emissions 
can then be a very effective way to guide sustainability 
and innovation efforts. 

Investors also increasingly integrate avoided emissions 
as a metric for their portfolio. While scope 1, 2, and 3 
emissions give investors a picture of the emissions as-
sociated with a company’s input and operations, scope 
4 emissions focus on the company output. Avoided 
emissions can offer a measurable way to track the 
 environmental impact of their investments.  

Scope 3  
emissions  

are all indirect 
 emissions that occur 

in the value chain of the 
reporting company, in-
cluding both upstream 

and downstream 
 emissions

Scope 2  
emissions  
are indirect 

 emissions from 
the generation 
of  purchased 

 energy. 

Scope 1  
emissions  
are direct  

emissions from 
owned or  
 controlled  
sources.

Scope 4  
emissions,  

or avoided emissions, 
are emission reductions 
that occur outside of a 
product’s life cycle or 
 value chain, but as a 
result of the use of 

that product.

3.
Indirect 

 emissions

2.
Indirect  

emissions

1.
Direct  

emissions

4.
Avoided

emissions

four sCopes of emissions reporting

At SDG Invest, we evaluate whether portfolio 
companies have products or solutions that directly 
contribute to achieving the SDG’s, when that solu-
tion is in use. A part of that evaluation is whether 
the product or solution enables avoided emis-
sions, but positive impact on other environmental 
or social areas under the SDG’s is also included. 

SDG Invest does not have a parameter directly re-
lated to avoided emissions. We believe that there 
is interesting information to be gained in terms of 
a company’s contribution to achieving the Paris 
Agreement.

However, the methodology of calculating scope 
4 emissions is not yet well-established. At this 
stage, with limited opportunity to ensure reliable 
and comparable data, we do not believe that it is 
advantageous to include avoided emissions in our 
Sustainability Scorecard.

Developments within standardising the measure-
ment of scope 4 emissions are underway. SDG 
Invest will follow this work, and evaluate whether 
scope 4 emissions should play a larger role in 
analysing the sustainability performance of our 
portfolio companies in the future. 

our ApproACh
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A world with inCreAsed  
geopolitiCAl tension
When Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, it 
marked a transition  toward increased tensions in the 
geopolitical realm. Beyond the vast humanitarian con-
sequences of Russia’s war on Ukraine, the invasion was 
also a wake-up call for investors. They are increasingly 
realising the importance of political risks as a central 
element in the analysis of any investment opportunity, 
both for ESG and sustainability concerns, but also for 
the potential impact on financial returns. 

Political risk has always been a factor in company de-
cision-making and for investors evaluating investment 
opportunities. But, the increasingly tense geopolitical 
environment has brought political risk from a peripheral 

emerging market concern to a core challenge across 
almost all of the global economy. Already, several 
sustainability rating agencies have revised their ESG risk 
assessment methodologies to place more emphasis on 
geopolitical criteria1. 

Ever since the Cold War, the world has been working 
towards more interdependence in the belief it would 
minimise the risk of conflict. In recent years, we have 
seen a trade-war between the US and China with en-
suing increased tensions, strained supply chains during 
the COVID-pandemic, increasing nationalism in Europe, 
and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. These are all examples 
of political risks faced by companies and investors that 
will have an impact on decision-making and strategy. At 
SDG Invest we believe that sustainability is key in han-
dling the external shocks of political risk. 

the emergenCe of politiCAl risk  
as a CenTral susTainabiliTY ConCern

the risk of inACCurAte dAtA
While avoided emissions can provide companies 
with effective means to illustrate their climate efforts, 
there are several challenges associated with avoided 
 emissions. Accurately measuring and validating avoided 
emissions is the main challenge, due to the lack of a 
standardised and reliable methodology. 

The lack of a reliable methodology to calculate avoided 
emissions, means that companies risk exaggerating the 
climate benefits of their products. The companies are 
then exposed to accusations of greenwashing. In turn, the 
companies and their customers might believe that they 
are further along on their climate efforts than is actually 
the case. This may reduce the incentive to make further 
rapid and substantial investments into climate friendly 
technology, which the world sorely needs. 

the role of Avoided emissions in the future
Avoided emissions have significant benefits, chief among 
them the potential to accelerate effort to  address the 
climate crisis.

But wide-spread use of avoided emissions can also lead 
to the opposite: a tool companies use to make them 
seem greener than they are, so that they can avoid fur-
ther action. Correct use of avoided emissions depends 
on transparent and standardised reporting, where both 
negative and positive impacts of all products in the 
portfolio are considered.

At SDG Invest, we believe in the potential of the in-
creased use of avoided emissions, with companies and 
asset managers already implementing scope 4 account-
ing in their practices. However, we ack nowledge that 
there is still more to learn and understand about this 
topic to make it a useful tool in accelerating action to-
wards reducing emissions. We want to avoid any misuse 
of scope 4 accounting, including using it for greenwash-
ing to appear more environmentally friendly, or using it 
as an excuse not to deliver on scope 1-3. That’s why we 
hope that learnings from previous efforts on the GHG 
protocol and similar frameworks will be part of further 
developing this area.

»Political risk refers to the wide array of risks  associated 
with conflict, instability, tension, or political changes in a 

state. It is the risk that political events will impact  
the global economy or financial markets.«

1) Source: reuters.com/business/how-russias-war-blindsided-world-esg-investing-2022-07-01

https://www.reuters.com/business/how-russias-war-blindsided-world-esg-investing-2022-07-01/
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CompAnies CAn use sustAinABilitY  
to nAvigAte politiCAl risk
In light of the war in Ukraine and rising tensions in other 
parts of the world, companies are increasingly asking 
themselves critical questions about the nature of their 
business and how they will be affected by escalating 
geopolitical tensions. Current geopolitical risks are 
having an immediate impact on strategic company deci-
sions, which can have wide-ranging implications. 

Global companies that are trying to adjust to today’s 
turbulent geopolitical environment can look toward 
their own sustainability strategy for guidance on how to 
navigate and mitigate political risks. Central elements of 
an effective sustainability strategy is a strongly defined 
purpose, a clear understanding of stakeholders and 
close partnerships throughout the value chain. Inte-
grated in any sustainability strategy is also a forward 
looking perspective on where the company sees itself 
in relation to the surrounding society in the future. All 
these elements are great starting points for a discussion 
on the impact of political risks. 

mitigAting politiCAl risk  
As A responsiBle investor 
Investors are increasingly realising that political instability 
and geopolitical risks can have a negative impact on en-
vironmental, social and governance factors, which can, in 
turn, affect investment returns. Investors need to uncover 
their portfolio exposure to political risk, and encourage 
companies to adopt policies and practices on sustaina-
bility and responsibility that work to mitigate risk. 

In the past year, SDG Invest has placed more emphasis 
on analysing how portfolio companies deal with politi-
cal risk. Moving forward, we, along with other investors, 
must evaluate and improve upon our approach, as times 
of heightened uncertainty in the political landscape 
continue. 

At SDG Invest, we believe that companies with robust 
sustainability strategies are better prepared to deal with 
geopolitical tension. A central element in uncovering 
exposure to political risk in the SDG Invest portfolio is 
therefore the strength of the sustainability efforts and 
the transparency in navigating sustainability risks and 
opportunities.

»Investors need to uncover their portfolio exposure 
to political risk, and encourage companies to  
adopt policies and practices on sustainability  
and responsibility that work to mitigate risk.«

At SDG Invest, we evaluate geopolitical risk as part 
of our annual analysis of portfolio companies, and 
through our continuous monitoring of risks in the 
portfolio. 

Our investment strategy has resulted in a portfolio 
with a majority of companies located in the US or 
in Europe, where geopolitical risks are generally 
considered low. However, many of these compa-
nies have global value chains. The risks that are 
present in the value chain, and especially in the 
supply chain, are a particular focus in the analysis 
of portfolio companies. 

Following the war in Ukraine, SDG Invest conducted 
an in-depth analysis of our portfolio exposure to 
Russia. We found that, although there were no Rus-
sian companies in our portfolio, we did have a few 
companies with operations and sales in Russia. 

We monitor these companies, as they are exiting 
the Russian market and implementing the imposed 
sanctions. As a result of Russia’s war on Ukraine, we 
have decided to divest from one company, which 
had continued business in Russia. 

our ApproACh
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The SDG Invest portfolio consists of carefully selected 
companies with a strong financial and sustainable profile. 
Using our unique scoring model, we ensure that only top 

performers are considered for the portfolio� 

A THREE-STEP MODEL FOR SELECTING COMPANIES

finAnCiAl seleCtion

The StockRate model

•	 Strong earnings history
•	 High	financial	strength
•	 High economic  

stability

seCtoriAl seleCtion

Negative screening

Exclusion of companies
operating in certain  
industries

sustAinABilitY sCoring

SDG Invest Sustainability Scorecard

Screening and analysis of  
companies’  approach to
•	 Leadership
•	 Sustainability
•	 Governance

Our three-step model combines our expertise in eval-
uating both financial and sustainability performance, to 
create a portfolio where we do not compromise on either. 
With this model, we have narrowed down an investment 
space of >75.000 companies to a portfolio of 59. 

The first step of the selection process is ensuring that 
companies live up to requirements of financial strength, 
historical performance and stability. At SDG Invest we 
prioritise solid companies that are robust in a storm. 

The second step of the process excludes companies 
that derive revenue from activities not aligned with the 
SDG Invest investment philosophy. We do not invest in 
the fossil fuel industry, nor in alcohol, gambling, por-
nography, weapons or tobacco. 

The third step is how SDG Invest ensures a portfolio of 
the most sustainable companies around the world. Our 
proprietary screening tool, the SDG Invest Sustainability 
Scorecard, facilitates a scoring process based on our 
expert knowledge of sustainability. 

seleCtion method
THe susTainabiliTY sCoreCarD

1 2 3
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the
sustAinABilitY 
sCoreCArd
moDel
 
SDG Invest has developed the 
Sustainability Scorecard to iden-
tify companies that are leaders 
in advancing the sustainability 
agenda. We wish to only include 
companies on the forefront of 
sustainable development.

Our scoring is comprised of three 
categories: 

• Sustainability is weighted 25 % 
• Governance is weighted 25 %
• Leadership is weighted 50 %

Every year we adjust the Score-
card to reflect current trends, new 
focus areas, and to raise the bar 
for what is considered sustainable. 
This means that parameters are 
removed or added on an annual 
basis. 

In 2022, our Sustainability Score-
card consisted of 48 parameters 
and 167 scoring options, com-
pared to 50 parameters and 167 
scoring options in 2021. 

The parameters in the scorecard 
are aligned with the UN Sustain-
able Development Goals (SDGs). 
The screening gives a clear 
depiction of how the company 
is positively contributing to the 
achievement of the 2030 goals.

 6.63 % 
Maturity

 9.04 % 
Human rights and 

supply chain

 7.53 % 
Climate and 
environment

 10.11 % 
Oversight 

6.38 % 
Diversity

  5.32 % 
Workforce

 10.00 % 
SDG Innovation
and products

6.00 % 
Purpose

11.33 % 
Steward-

ship

8.00 % 
Diversity and

inclusion

 14.67 %
Climate  

leadership

 1.81 % 
Civil society 

 engagement

  Sustainability

  Governance 

  Leadership 

 3.19 % 
Red flags and  
crisis handling
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ACtive ownership
enaCTinG impaCT  

THrouGH enGaGemenT 

The transition toward a more sustainable future is nec-
essary, but it will not happen automatically. Investors 
are in a unique position to promote sustainability action, 
through direct engagement with portfolio companies 
and through collaborative engagement with like-mind-
ed investors. For SDG Invest, active ownership is an 
essential element of our investment strategy. 

direCt diAlogue
In 2022, SDG Invest again sent active ownership letters to 
all portfolio companies, with recommendations for how 
they can advance their sustainability journey. Through 
this engagement, we invite the companies to a meeting 
for further discussion on their sustainability performance. 
Several companies accepted that invitation in 2022. 

The direct dialogue between SDG Invest and our portfo-
lio companies has been a valuable opportunity for us to 
gain deeper insight into the actions that our companies 

are undertaking, and to challenge certain areas where 
we believe further action is needed. We let our compa-
nies know that SDG Invest is on a path to net-zero, and 
that we expect our portfolio companies to follow suit. We 
also had interesting conversations about the increased 
data requirements brought on by EU regulation, and how 
companies are adapting to these new frameworks. 

CollABorAtive engAgement
While direct dialogue is an important tool for SDG 
Invest, we realise that our voice is amplified when we 
collaborate with other investors. We are active in several 
investor alliances and throughout the year we sup-
port multiple investor-led campaigns that are working 
toward a more sustainable future. In 2022, for instance, 
we were supporters of the CDP Science-Based Targets 
campaign, urging companies to set ambitious climate 
targets, and another campaign urging world govern-
ments to take action on the crisis of water scarcity. 

Action points in 2022

298
Action points in 2021

262

At SDG Invest, we send out specific recommen-
dations to all our portfolio companies, based on 
our in-depth understanding and analysis of each 
companies’ opportunities and challenges related 
to their sustainability performance. The three most 
common recommendations are: 

1. Implement and enforce a global responsible 
tax policy. We recommend you integrate the B 
Team’s Responsible Tax Principles in this work.

2. Integrate biodiversity as a strategic priority by 
mapping dependencies and impacts and further 
exploring opportunities for positive change.

3. Include sustainability targets in remuneration 
practices, to ensure strategic emphasis on your 
sustainability efforts from leadership.

our ApproACh
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pArtnerships And AlliAnCes for ChAnge

In 2022, SDG Invest also participated in the Digital Inclu-
sion Collective Impact Coalition initiated by the World 
Benchmarking Alliance. Through this Coalition, investors 
came together to engage companies specifically on 
ethical Artificial Intelligence (AI). SDG Invest participat-
ed in direct engagement on three portfolio companies, 
Oracle, NVidia, and Infosys, pushing for and discussing 
issues related to responsible governance and use of AI. 

our response to Current issues
SDG Invest continuously monitors news coverage of all 
portfolio companies, to stay informed on potential cases 
that may arise, that could indicate sustainability risks or 
adverse impacts on the environment or on people. In 
2022, for instance, we conducted an in-depth analysis of 
our exposure to Russia. 

While SDG Invest does not have Russian companies in 
our portfolios, we did have exposure through sales and 
subsidiaries. 

The vast majority of portfolio companies suspended 
all activities in Russia following their war on Ukraine. 
However, we decided to divest from one company, as a 
result of their continued activities in Russia. The situation 
is complex, and while there are arguments for continued 
presence in Russia, we believe that divestment was the 
right decision for SDG Invest and for our investors. 

We expect our portfolio companies to be transparent and 
proactive on issues and dilemmas related to sustainabil-
ity risk. We will continue to take actions to address and 
mitigate negative impact, if it becomes necessary. 

Listed on NASDAQ   
Copenhagen

Retail  partner- 
ships with

SignatoryInvestor SignatoryMember of
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this impACt AreA Aims to highlight  
the approach of SDG Invest portfolio companies  
to climate change and environment. 

One of the most crucial tasks of our time is to take 
 actions to mitigate climate change. The most recent 
report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) emphasises the urgency of taking action 
now. In the report, it is stated that Earth’s climate is 
unequivocally warming and human activity is the main 
cause. Since the pre-industrial era (1850-1900), global 
surface temperature has risen by 1.1 degrees celsius. 
This rise has already led to changes in extreme weath-
er conditions, sea-level rise, loss of arctic sea ice, and 
negative impacts on biodiversity, all of which will be 
worsened by further temperature increases. 

If the Paris agreement is to be met, emissions should be 
decreasing now and be cut by almost half by 2030 (IPCC). 
IPCC also states that if appropriate actions are taken by 
humanity, we can reduce emissions and reach the goal 
of a sustainable world.

Some ways companies can help prevent climate 
change and reduce emissions is by transitioning to re-
newable energies, improving energy efficiency, imple-
menting circular economy practices, using sustainable 
materials, and investing in research and development. 
We at SDG Invest want companies to take action on 
these topics, as climate change is the most important 
challenge we are facing in the world today.

impaCT 1
ClimAte ChAnge And  

environment

portfolio impACt

This section will present eight impact areas where we examine 
the progress in eight different areas of sustainability in the SDG 

Invest portfolio� We also highlight companies in our portfolio 
who are walking the extra mile in sustainable development� 

Each impact area will evaluate the progress of the SDGs of the 
companies in our portfolio and outline how we use our active 

ownership to push for further progress�
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Our carbon footprint metrics have been developed 
following the methodology set forth by the TCFD*. 
To calculate our carbon footprint metrics, reliable 
data on the GHG emissions of each company in our 
portfolio is required. 98% of our companies submit 
their emissions data to CDP following the Green-
house Gas Protocol.  
 
*) Source: bit.ly/tcfd-methodology

The remaining 2% publish emissions data in their 
yearly reports. We work under the assumption that 
this publicly available data is accurate, however 
each company may vary in how they measure 
and report their emissions. When calculating the 
above market-based metrics, we have used loca-
tion-based data for companies that do not report 
this information. Calculations cover scope 1 and 
scope 2 emissions. 

  methodologY

weiGHTeD  
averaGe  
Carbon  

inTensiTY
(tons of CO2e/ 
$M revenue)

ToTal 
 Carbon 

Emissions
(tons CO2e)

Carbon 
 FooTprinT

(tons CO2e/ 
$M invested) 

Carbon  
inTEnsiTy

(tons of CO2e/ 
$M revenue) 

the CArBon footprint of  
the sdg invest portfolio 

2022 2021

2019
(base 
year)

108.64 108.51105.95

44.05
63.47 

84.22

157.79

5,453.02
5,808.27 240.36

124.25

5,113.03

2022 2021

2019
(base 
year) 2022 2021

2019
(base 
year) 2022 2021

+29% +6.65% +44.10% +14.51%

2019
(base 
year)

»If the Paris agreement is to be met, emissions should 
be decreasing now and be cut by almost half by 2030.«

https://bit.ly/tcfd-methodology
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renewABle energY 
Among SDG Invest portfolio companies, renewable 
energy is an important focus. Several companies have 
targets for 100% renewable energy, and the average 
portfolio company has a share of renewable energy 
above 40%. 

In 2022, the average carbon emissions for the SDG 
Invest portfolio unfortunately rose by 29%. However, the 
weighted average carbon intensity is still 31.15% lower 
than the 2019 base year for SDG Invest. We believe that 
the vast reduction in carbon emissions in 2021 is due 
to the COVID-pandemic having a large impact on our 
portfolio companies. This past year therefore repre-
sents a normalisation as the main effects of the COVID- 
pandemic are behind us. 

The sustainability objective of SDG Invest is to create a 
portfolio that contributes to the achievement of the  Paris 
Agreement and is aligned with a net-zero transition. 
While our portfolio emissions increased in the past year, 
we remain committed to our 2040 net-zero target, and 
we will take action in our portfolio to achieve an emis-
sions reduction trajectory that is aligned with the Paris 
Agreement. According to the latest climate science, this 
would require a 7% reduction in emissions annually. 

16 |   Impact report   |   2022

»While our portfolio emissions increased in the 
past year, we remain committed to our 2040 

net-zero target, and we will take action in our port-
folio to achieve an emissions reduction trajectory 

that is aligned with the Paris Agreement.«

59 
portfolio  

companies
in total

15

12

9

9

14

80,01-100 %

Share of  
renewable  

energy

60,01-80 %
40,01-60 %
20,01-40 %

0-20 %

The average SDG Invest portfolio company  
has a share of renewable energy above

40%
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»The goal of the  Paris 
Agreement is to  limit 
global warming well- 
below 2°C and with 

 ambitious efforts to limit 
warming to 1.5°C.«

ABout the sBti

The Science Based Target initiative (SBTi) is a 
partnership between CDP, the United Nations 
Global Compact, World Resources Institute 
(WRI) and the World Wide Fund for Nature 
(WWF). SBTi provides a clear pathway toward 
a zero carbon economy, increased innovation 
and sustainable growth, by setting a clearly 
defined	path	for	companies	to	reduce	green-
house gas emissions, so the worst conse-
quences of climate change can be prevented. 
To be considered science-based, targets 
must align with what 
the most recent climate 
 science deems neces-
sary to meet the goals of 
the Paris Agreement. 
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SCIENCE-BASEDTARgETS
85% of SDG Invest portfolio companies are involved with 
the Science-Based Targets Initiative, where they can set 
targets to reduce emissions in line with the Paris Agree-
ment. We are well on track to achieve 100% involvement 
by the end of 2025. This is a target that we have set 
for the SDG Invest portfolio, as we believe that every 
company in our portfolio needs to have credible emis-
sions reduction targets to be aligned with our investment 
philosophy. 

Of the 85% of portfolio companies that are involved with 
the SBTi, 86% have already had their targets approved 
to be in line with the Paris Agreement. These targets are 
significant, because companies commit to publically re-
port on their progress. This increases both transparency 
and accountability so that we, as investors, can demand 
action on climate initiatives. 

The average company that has set targets aligned with 
the Paris Agreement through the SBTi, is reducing emis-
sions twice as fast as required by climate science. Setting 
targets then becomes a catalyst for action and change. 

Involved with the  
Science Based Targets  2021 35 %

 2022 85 %
 2021 79 %
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NET-ZEROTARgETS
SDG Invest portfolio companies are also setting  
net-zero targets at a high rate. 82% have already set  
these targets, which shows that they are considering 
both short-term and long-term impact on climate  
change and creating strategies accordingly. 

11 4

44

Case ORklAhASAmBITIOuSNET-ZERO 
tArgets for the entire vAlue ChAin   
The SBTi sets the standard for ambitious corporate 
climate action through allowing companies to set Paris 
Agreement aligned targets. In 2022, the SBTi expanded 
to allow companies to set net-zero targets as well. The 
Norwegian company Orkla, a leader in branded con-
sumer goods, was one of the first companies globally 
to receive approval for its net-zero emissions target by 
SBTi. Orkla has set an ambitious net-zero by 2045 target 
covering the entire value chain. 

Orkla’s target for net-zero emissions is based on their 
longstanding commitment to reduce their direct and 
indirect environmental impact. The company has also 
set 2025 targets, for instance working toward a 65% 
emissions reduction target for scope 1 and 2 emissions, 
where they have already achieved 40%. 

They are on track to achieving their targets, which 
shows that their commitment is fully implemented 
across the company. 

Orkla’s ambitious climate targets show that they aim to 
minimise negative climate impact at all stages in their 
value chain. Their targets for reducing carbon  emissions 
are complemented by strategies for engaging the 
supply chain, protecting and restoring nature and bio-
diversity, and achieving efficient and circular resource 
management. All these efforts  
are key for Orkla to do  
their part in preventing  
the worst effects of  
climate change.  
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Companies with 
net-zero targets

No target set
Net-zero target set

Net-zero target 
 validated by SBTi

59 
portfolio  

companies
in total
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impaCT 2
CirCulAr eConomY  

this impACt AreA Aims to highlight   
the degree to which SDG Invest portfolio companies  
have integrated circular economy principles into their 
business practices. 

Working towards a circular economy, where  
the resour ces of yesterday become the  
resources of tomorrow, is an important  
part of achieving several of the UN SDGs. 

A circular economy would slow down the use of natural 
resources, reduce landscape disruption, help limit loss 
of biodiversity and reduce emissions. 

Earth Overshoot Day, the day each year in which 
 humanity’s demand for natural resources exceeds what 
the Earth can regenerate in said year, has come  earlier 
and earlier each year, landing on July 28th in 2022, 
August 4th in 2012, December 14th in 1972. This gives 
us an indication of the state of our natural resources, 
and shows that there is a need to increase circularity 
to  reduce the strain on nature’s resources, so those 
resources do not run dry. 

Companies can help in solving this problem by imple-
menting circular business models that minimise waste 
and maximise resource efficiency. 

Some ways to achieve this can be with increasing 
closed-loop systems, designing products for durability 
and reusability, and investing in new technology and 
innovations that promote circular economy. A circular 
economy would decouple natural resources from eco-
nomic development.

Climate change poses a tangible risk to the supply of 
natural resources, and circular economy principles are 
an excellent way to mitigate these risks. That is why 
SDG Invest believes that integrating circular economy 
principles is essential for any company wishing to have a 
positive impact on the environment, while also ensuring 
their supply of natural resources. 

  LINEAR ECONOMY

Natural resources are extracted and used to create 
products. Then, discarded as waste at the end of 
the product’s lifespan. 

As the demand for natural resources is growing 
alongside human population and development, 
the demand is out-pacing the supply, which is no 
longer sustainable.

 CIRCULAR ECONOMY

The Circular Economy 
model promotes the 
 creation of closed- 
loop systems where 
waste from one  
product  becomes a 
 resource for another. 

This takes the pressure 
off our planet’s natural 
resources and allows the  
preservation for future generations.

 tAke  mAke  use  dispose

r
eC
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le red

u
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reuse
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In the SDG Invest portfolio, 80% of companies are strate-
gically working toward a circular economy, by fundamen-
tally changing their approach to product design, produc-
tion, and reuse. This represents a 45% increase from 2021, 
where a large part of the portfolio was committed to the 
circular economy, but had not yet set specific targets. 

Companies working strategically with the circular 
economy have set specific targets to guide their efforts, 
which ensures measurable action on promoting the 
circular economy. In many cases, these efforts include 
improvements in the value chains, which contribute to 
the transformation of entire industries.

80 %

21 %

 2022

 2018

Circular economy principles are strategically 
integrated into business operations 55 % 2021 

Case kering is Aiming for A greener future 
in the fAshion industrY through A 100% 
CirCulAritY goAl 
Kering is a French luxury goods company that owns sev-
eral high-end fashion and luxury brands, including Gucci, 
Saint Laurent, and Balenciaga. Today, Kering is one of the 
world’s largest luxury goods companies and is known for 
its commitment to sustainability and social responsibility. 
Like Burberry in our previous case, Kering recognises 
the challenges facing the fashion industry with regard to 
climate impact. Kering has therefore taken a leading role 
in pushing for a circular economy with reduced waste. 

Kering has been a leader in promoting and implement-
ing circular economy practices within the luxury fashion 
industry. The company has developed a comprehensive 
strategy that focuses on reducing waste and increasing 
the use of sustainable materials throughout the supply 
chain. They have set a target to achieve 100% circularity 
by 2025, meaning that all of their products will be de-
signed, produced, and marketed in a way that promotes 
circularity, using materials that are renewable, regener-
ative, or recyclable.  As of 2022, they have achieved 71% 
circularity, and are on track for the 2025 target. 

Kering has adopted a holistic approach to circular 
economy, where the transition towards regenerative 
agriculture is an important part of sustainable sourcing 
and responsible use of resources. With their Regenera-
tive Fund for Nature, Kering has set a goal of changing 
1,000,000 hectares of crop and rangeland into regen-
erative agriculture fields over the next five years. While 
agriculture is a major cause of biodiversity loss and 
climate change, a shift towards more regenerative land 
means working in harmony with natural systems, so that 
the quality of natural resources is improved while bio-
diversity and nature needs are prioritised. 

By developing circular design principles, promoting cir-
cular business models, increasing the use of sustainable 
materials, reducing waste, and partnering with stake-
holders, Kering has implemented several programs to 
increase circularity within its operations and the fashion 
industry as a whole. Through their approach to circular-
ity, Kering’s initiatives are designed to promote a more 
sustainable fashion industry that minimises environmen-
tal impact, promotes resource efficiency, and supports 
local responsibility.
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this impACt AreA Aims to highlight
how companies in the SDG Invest portfolio are ensur-
ing human rights and labour rights across value chains. 
This impact area also explores responsible supply chain 
management practices in the responsible sourcing of 
raw materials. 

The companies in the SDG Invest portfolio have an 
impact far greater than their own operations. It is essen-
tial that sustainability initiatives, impacts, and risks are 
managed throughout the  
supply chain, for a positive  
effect on both people  
and the environment. 

impaCT 3 
humAn rights, lABour rights 

And supplY ChAin mAnAgement

humAn rights in the supplY ChAin
The SDGs seek to realise human rights for all, regard-
less of race, gender, religion, nationality, or any other 
status. These universal principles and values align with 
the 2030 Agenda of peace and prosperity to the planet 
and all its people, and require a collaborative effort of 
individuals, governments, civil  society organisations, 
and the private sector to succeed.

We conduct an annual analysis of the companies in our 
portfolio to ensure the companies are actively working 
to promote and uphold human rights in their operations 
as well as in their supply chain. The analysis is based on 
the quality of their due diligence procedures to ensure 
the improvement of human rights in all aspects of the 
value chain. 

We are happy to see that 85% of the portfolio com-
panies report extensively on their due diligence pro-
cedures. Since 2018, there has been a tremendous 
increase of 45% in the amount of companies with 
 extensive due diligence procedures, and so we hope  
to see the trend continue for the remaining 15%. 

At SDG Invest, we push our companies to improve 
their due diligence practices and engagements with 
 suppliers, which can and will have a positive impact  
on millions of lives. 

By focusing and prioritising due diligence practices, 
global companies contribute significantly to setting  
the standard in this field. 

Human rights secured through  
established due diligence procedures  2018 40 %

 2022 85 %
 2021 81 %

»At SDG Invest, we push our companies to improve 
their due diligence practices and engagements 

with suppliers, which can and will have a  
positive impact on millions of lives.«
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living wAge
Low wages drive inequality and poverty around the 
world. When there exists a gap between a country’s 
living wage and minimum wage, poverty and  in equality 
increase. It is important to SDG Invest that our port-
folio companies are addressing this wage gap in global 
supply chains, as lower inequality is essential for any 
company hoping to contribute to the SDGs

It is acknowledged as a fundamental human right for a 
worker to be able to earn a sufficient income to sup-
port their own basic necessities as well as those of 
their family. Companies have the opportunity to take a 
crucial role in promoting the realisation of a living wage 
in their supply chain by exceeding the minimum wage 
 standards set by law, and thereby closing the gap in 
which poverty thrives.

Fragmented supply chains and no universal standard 
for a living wage pose challenges to ending poverty, but 
should not be an excuse for companies to be idle. 

19%
of the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio describe their 
role in securing living wages in their supply chains through 
supplier engagement or collaborative  approaches with civil 

society  organisations. We will encourage the  remaining 
portfolio companies to follow suit.

responsiBle supplY ChAin  
mAnAgement of rAw mAteriAls 
Responsible supply chain management refers to the 
practices and commitments put forth by companies to 
ensure their supply chains operate in an ethical, sus-
tainable, and socially responsible way. By implementing 
responsible supply chain practices, companies can im-
prove supplier relations, improve reputation, comply with 
legal and regulatory requirements to operate in more 
countries, and most importantly, improve the quality of 
life of those impacted by business activities.

In the SDG Invest portfolio, all companies have policies 
in place for responsible supply chain management, and 
73% have established due diligence procedures for the 
sourcing of raw materials. 

The procedures ensure traceability through their  supply 
chain and working with sustainable and  sustain ab ly 
sourced raw materials. This is an essential part of  creating 
sustainable business practices and products. 

The 16% fall from 2021 to 2022 is primarily because of 
changes to how we evaluate company approaches to 
raw materials sourcing. Where previously we looked 
more broadly at due diligence procedures, in 2022, we 
also looked for specific targets in terms of raw materials 
traceability. Nonetheless, we will push for more compa-
nies to increase their focus on this topic, as responsible 
supply chain management affects such a broad variety of 
sustainability issues. 

Raw materials responsibly sourced through 
established due diligence procedures

 2022

 2018 61 %
 2021 87 %

73 %

»Companies have the opportunity to take a crucial 
role in promoting the realisation of a living wage 
in their supply chain by exceeding the minimum 
wage  standards set by law, and thereby closing 

the gap in which poverty thrives.«
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Case Axfood prioritises humAn rights 
in their supplY ChAin to proteCt And 
 empower All people
The food and agriculture sector is globally recognised 
as a high risk sector for human and labour rights abuses, 
as supply chains are often long and opaque. The food 
retailer Axfood is determined to ensure that food is 
produced in a socially sustainable way, so that no one is 
left behind. 

To overcome the challenges in the food industry supply 
chains, Axfood has developed close ties with their 
suppliers, and are placing demands on suppliers with 
respect to safety, quality, the environment and social re-
sponsibility. They aim for impact throughout the supply 
chain to primary ingredient suppliers as well. 

Axfood has established a comprehensive due diligence 
process, covering everything from risk assessments  
and audits to escalation procedures and remediation. 

They are also committed to transparency, stating that 
in 2022 they discovered issues with three suppliers as a 
result of audits, where they worked together with two 
suppliers to correct the issues and ultimately terminated 
the contract with the third supplier. 

Axfood has a close relationship with suppliers, and 
wishes to support their suppliers. They have entered 
into a partnership with Oxfam, an NGO which will help 
growers and farmers achieve sustainable living. A pro-
ject in the basmati rice region in Punjab, Pakistan has 
helped raise the income of approximately 2,500 small 
farmers. The supply chain efforts of Axfood are aimed at 
not only ensuring human and labour rights, but also at 
improving livelihoods throughout the supply chain. 
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this impACt AreA Aims to highlight
how the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio are 
making a positive contribution towards achieving the 
SDGs by leveraging their core business activities. The 
companies have impact built into their every day oper-
ations, and so they are key focus for SDG Invest and our 
sustainability aims. 

The focus is on showcasing the beneficial impact that 
portfolio companies can have through their existing 
products and solutions, as well  
as through their research and  
development and innovation  
initiatives.

Aligning Business strAtegY with  
sustAinABle development
In order to accomplish the extensive and ambitious 
aims of the SDGs, global partnerships and international 
cooperation are crucial. The private sector plays a vital 
role as an essential collaborator in this endeavour, and 
the SDGs cannot be accomplished without the valuable 
input and participation of businesses.

The SDGs provide a framework for companies to 
synchronise their business strategies with worldwide 
priorities. This involves incorporating the impact of their 
investments, solutions, and business practices into the 
very heart of their operations. Taking consideration of 
SDGs during the research and development process, 
allows companies to reduce negative impacts while 
improving positively towards a more sustainable future.

Companies that integrate the SDGs into their operations 
and strategies are likely to be more competitive, inno-
vative, and resilient. The SDGs present business op-
portunities in areas such as renewable energy, circular 
economy, and sustainable agriculture, which can help 
companies achieve long-term growth and sustainability. 

In the SDG Invest portfolio, 83% of portfolio companies 
have already designed products or solutions that di-
rectly contribute to the achievement of the SDGs. These 
companies have created solutions to create value for 
themselves and for society. 

Moreover, 98% of our portfolio companies engage 
in innovation activities that contribute to sustainable 
development. This means that they are in the process of 
developing new products or altering existing products, 
with sustainability as a key component, to increase their 
contribution to the SDGs. 

impaCT 4 
integrAting the sdgs in 

 solutions And innovAtion

98 %
98 %

88 %

 2022
 2021
 2019 (base year)

 2019 (base year) 77 %

Products and/or solutions in place that directly 
contribute to the achievement of the SDGs

Innovation activities that contribute directly to the SDGs

»Companies that integrate the SDGs into their 
operations and strategies are likely to be more 

competitive, innovative, and resilient.«

 2022 83 %
 2021 84 %

1) Data from 2018 not available
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Case visA Aims to empower smAll And 
 miCro Businesses with digitAl solutions
The digital payment company Visa is committed to ad-
vancing inclusive, equitable, and sustainable economic 
growth for everyone everywhere. As small and micro 
businesses (SMBs) are extremely important to the world 
economy, making up 90% of businesses, 70% of employ-
ment, and 50% of GDP worldwide, according to the UN, 
Visa is continually developing products and solutions to 
digitally enable 50 million SMBs by the end of 2023. 

Solutions include building online businesses, increasing 
the acceptance of digital payments, and incentivis-
ing neighbourhood support. As of May 2022, Visa has 
worked to digitally enable 30.7 million SMBs worldwide, 
making headway on their 2023 goal. 

That is 30.7 million SMBs that have been empowered to 
create a difference in their local communities, reducing 
inequality and enhancing financial inclusion and freedom. 

The solutions by Visa increase the economic livelihoods 
of people who are traditionally underserved, giving 
them access to resources for digital payments. One 
example of this is their Tap to Phone solution. Tap to 
Phone allows SMBs to accept digital payments without 
the need for additional hardware. Overall, Visa’s inno-
vations not only improve access to digital payments, 
but also connect these peoples to the global economy, 
promoting economic growth  
of countries, and driving  
innovation in the long-run.

»The solutions by Visa increase the  economic 
livelihoods of people who are traditionally 

 underserved, giving them access to  
resources for digital payments.«
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gender pAritY in senior mAnAgement
Studies show that, while women make up around 48% 
of the workforce, they only make up about 20% of the 
executive leadership team. Among 1,677 major listed 
global companies, only 5% have a female CEO1. For 
women of colour, there is an even lower proportion of 
leadership positions2. 

Studies also show that women are better leaders, out-
performing men on the key traits that have been shown 
to make leaders more effective, including self-aware-
ness, self-control, and emotional intelligence3. High 
gender diversity on a senior management level has 
also been shown to boost financial performance and 
increase innovation2. In order to achieve both finan-
cial growth and the  sustainable development goals, 
it is essential that  women are part of the central deci-
sion-making  processes of global corporations. 

Change is necessary, but slow to materialise. The EU 
is recognising this challenge, and is taking action, with 
a directive aimed at achieving greater gender balance 
on corporate boards. According to the directive, the 
underrepresented sex must make up at least 40% of 
non- executive directors or 33% of all directors by 20264. 

At SDG Invest, we welcome legislation that furthers 
gender parity. Business should reflect society, and 
increased inclusion is beneficial to all. We are commit-
ted to engage our portfolio companies in conversations 
about their diversity and inclusion efforts.  

In the SDG Invest portfolio, women on average make up 
25% of executive management positions. This is slightly 
lower than the 27% last year, however slightly higher 
than the 20% global average. 

On the Board of Directors, women make up, on average, 
37% of directors5. This is slightly higher than the 36% 
last year, and the 28% global average. The 40% gen-
der balance is within reach, so we hope to see further 
improvement. 

 Executive  
 manage-

ment

Board of  
directors

this impACt AreA Aims to highlight
the approach of SDG Invest portfolio companies to 
diversity and inclusion within their company. We aim to 
ensure that our companies have diversity and inclusion 

efforts for all present and future  
employees regardless of gender,  
ethnicity, religion, sexuality,  
physical capabilities and age. 

37 %25  %

impaCT 5
diversitY And inClusion

portfolio companies

perCenTaGe of women  
in senior manaGemenT 

1)  Source: Global Gender Diversity 2022, BoardEx
2)  Source: mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-the-workplace#/
3)  Source: forbes.com/sites/tomaspremuzic/2021/03/07/if-women-are-better-leaders-then-why-are-they-not-in-charge/
4)  Source: ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_22_7074
5)  Source: Employee representatives not included.

http://mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-the-workplace%23/
http://forbes.com/sites/tomaspremuzic/2021/03/07/if-women-are-better-leaders-then-why-are-they-not-in-charge/
http://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_22_7074
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gender pAY gAp
In the SDG Invest portfolio, 73% of companies are active-
ly working to eradicate the gender pay gap. This marks 
a 5% decrease from last year. 

The EU has introduced a new directive to ensure trans-
parency in pay between men and women in the EU. 

The directive states that employers must publish infor-
mation about the gender pay gap, allowing for more 
transparency and effective enforcement of equal pay. 

With new transparency laws such as the EU directive, 
we believe that equal pay is coming. In the meantime 
SDG Invest will continue to push for action on the 
 gender pay gap, when we engage our companies in 
active ownership activities 

Actively working to eradicate  
the gender pay gap  2018

 2022 73 %

42 %

1)  Source: Global Gender Diversity 2022, BoardEx
2)  Source: mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-the-workplace#/
3)  Source: forbes.com/sites/tomaspremuzic/2021/03/07/if-women-are-better-leaders-then-why-are-they-not-in-charge/
4)  Source: ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_22_7074
5)  Source: Employee representatives not included.

Case intel hAve suCCessfullY inCreAsed 
the numBer of underrepresented 
 minoritY women in leAdership positions
As diversity and inclusion are essential in driving inno-
vation and delivering strong business growth, Intel is 
committed to creating a better world through the power 
of their technology, their global scale, and the passion 
of their employees. 

In their goals for 2030, Intel hopes to increase the 
number of women in technical roles to 40%, double the 
number of women and underrepresented minorities 
in senior leadership roles, advance accessibility, and 
increase the percentage of employees who self-identify 
as having a disability to 10% of their workforce, while en-
suring that inclusive leadership practices are embedded 
in their global culture.

As of December 2021, underrepresented minority wom-
en (UMW) make up 3.8% of the U.S. Intel population. In 
this case, UMW describes diverse populations in the 
U.S., such as African-Americans, Hispanic/Latinx, and 
Native Americans. However, key insights include UMW 
making up 6% of senior leadership positions, 5.5% of 
directors, and 22.7% of senior positions. While UMW are 
underrepresented in the general Intel workforce, the 
company has had significant success in advancing these 
women to positions of leadership within the company. 

Intel is transparent and openly shares data, believing 
it to be one of the first steps towards a more balanced 
workforce. Sharing pay data and company demo graphics 
works to promote fairness  
and equality, and gives them  
a competitive advantage  
in the market.

»In order to achieve  
both financial growth 
and the  sustainable 

 development goals, it 
is essential that  women 
are part of the  central 

 decision-making 
 processes of global 

 corporations.«

 2021 77 %

73%
 

of the companies in the SDG Invest  
portfolio are actively working to  
eradicate the gender pay gap. 

http://mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-the-workplace%23/
http://forbes.com/sites/tomaspremuzic/2021/03/07/if-women-are-better-leaders-then-why-are-they-not-in-charge/
http://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_22_7074
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impaCT 6
pArtnerships for  

sYstemAtiC ChAnge

this impACt AreA Aims to highlight  
how the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio engage 
in partnerships and thereby commit themselves to 
 sustainability action on a larger scale. 

The sustainability challenges we are facing  
today are too complex and far-reaching  
for any single organisation, company, or  
government to address alone.

engAgement in sustAinABilitY pArtnerships
Achieving sustainable development and solving press-
ing sustainability challenges are the most important 
endeavours of our time, but sustainability challenges 
are complex; often spanning multiple regions, sectors, 
economic systems and value chains. Achieving signif-
icant and long-term positive outcomes requires multi-
ple different actors to work together, finding common 
 solutions that balance competing interests. 

Sustainability centred partnerships are a key way to 
leverage the strengths of different actors and scale 
sustainability initiatives. Companies that engage in 
multi-stakeholder initiatives, play an important role by 
mobilising and sharing knowledge, expertise, techno-
logy and financial resources. 

At SDG Invest, we priori tise these companies, because 
their commitment to partnerships show that they are 
proactively working for a more sustainable future.

It is noteworthy to see almost all of the companies,  
98%, in the SDG Invest portfolio engaged in multi-stake-
holder initiatives which proactively work towards a 
sustainable future. 

The SDG Invest portfolio companies have recognised 
that collaboration is an essential part of solving the 
problems the world is facing and only through working 
together can they achieve the sustainable development 
goals. The 8% increase from last year demonstrates 
increased focus on the urgency of working together 
towards a sustainable future.

78 %

Engaged in multi-stakeholder initiatives, which 
proactively work for a sustainable future  2019 (base year)

 2022

90 % 2021
98 %

»Sustainability centred partnerships are a key way to 
leverage the strengths of different actors and scale 
sustainability initiatives. Companies that engage in 
multi-stakeholder initiatives, play an important role 

by mobilising and sharing knowledge, expertise, 
 techno logy and financial resources. «
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Case s&p gloBAl Joins forCes with  gloBAl 
initiAtive to AChieve AmBitious goAls for 
nAture ConservAtion And sustAinABle 
 development 
A company that has realised the benefits of know ledge 
sharing is S&P Global, a leading provider of financial 
analysis and data. S&P Global has joined the Taskforce 
on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) as one 
of 40 members in a pilot project aimed at supporting 
global  efforts on shifting global financial flows toward 
nature-positive outcomes. 

The objective of the TNFD is to integrate nature into 
 decision making, because of the risks that nature loss pos-
es to companies. The TNFD aims to develop and provide 
a risk management and disclosure framework for organi-
sations to report on nature-related risks and opportunities. 
The framework seeks to enable companies to document 
their impact on nature and biodiversity in the same way 
that they can document their impact on climate.  

To support this framework, S&P Global is participating in a 
knowledge sharing community where they consult on the 
development of data that could be useful to accurately 
evaluate risks related to nature. Specifically, S&P Global 
will assist with their knowledge of local business activities 
and financial flows on a pilot project for financial reporting. 

Together, S&P Global and TNFD are creating solutions 
for nature. To reach the ambitious goals set by the UN, 
partnerships and knowledge sharing is crucial. Only by 
cooperating on an international, national, regional and 
local level and not leaving  
anyone behind, can  
we reach the SDGs. 
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98%
of the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio are  
engaged in multi-stake holder initiatives which  
proactively work towards a sustainable future. 
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1)  In 2018, the percentage is high as we included portfolio companies that had only conducted limited assurance  
on GHG emissions. From 2019 and on, we only include companies with assurance on all published ESG data.

this impACt AreA Aims to highlight  
the extent to which SDG Invest portfolio companies 
provide expansive, credible, and reliable reporting on 
their sustainability strategies. Reporting on sustainability 
forces companies to evaluate their own sustainability 

objectives. Investors are also  
dependent on the reporting  
to assess the ambitions of  
the companies. 

mAturitY of sustAinABilitY  
strAtegY And reporting 
Encouraging companies to adopt sustainable prac-
tices and to integrate sustainability information into 
their reporting cycle is a central indicator of sustain-
able  development, according to the UN. The number 
of  companies publishing sustainability reports is an 
indicator of the degree to which companies are working 
towards a more sustainable future. 

Sustainability reporting is valuable to the extent that it 
accurately reflects the company’s efforts on sustainabil-
ity, which is why several measures are being introduced 
to ensure standardised reporting, including the Corpo-
rate Sustainability Reporting Directive in the EU. 

Global standards for reporting are increasing the 
credibility and validity of sustainability reports, while 
assurance of sustainability reporting is becoming slowly 
more common. 

At SDG Invest, we have a policy that companies can only 
be included in the portfolio if there is sufficient informa-
tion to complete our in-depth sustainability analysis. 
This means that all SDG Invest portfolio companies have 
a sustainability strategy that they report on. 

Obtaining third-party assurance on sustainability data is 
a vital part of ensuring validity and credibility, because 
it means that external entities have verified the data 
and methods that are underlying sustainability report-
ing. We are pleased to see 69% of SDG Invest portfolio 
companies obtain third-party limited assurance on their 
sustainability reporting.

impaCT 7
sustAinABilitY strAtegY  

And reporting

Limited assurance achieved for  
multiple sustainability KPIs1

 2018

 2022 69 %

70 %
 2021 65 %

»Encouraging companies to adopt sustainable 
practices and to integrate sustainability  information 

into their reporting cycle is a central indicator of 
 sustainable  development, according to the UN.«
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Case xYlem uses tCfd sCenArio AnAlYsis to 
mANAgEClImATE-RElATEDRISkS 
Xylem is a leader in developing innovative water 
solutions through smart technology, and climate 
sustain ability is a core focus for the company. They are 
committed to do their part in fighting climate change, 
recognising the importance of transparency in their 
reporting and how crucial reporting is to taking action 
against climate change. 

Xylem shows commitment to transparency by support-
ing the recommendations of the Taskforce on Climate- 
related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). They understand 
that transparency regarding climate- related issues is 

key to managing climate-related risks. Xylem created 
their first scenario analysis following TCFD recommen-
dations in 2021, analysing actual and potential impacts 
of climate-related risks and oppor tunities on several 
parameters. 

The analysis shows that water stress, wildfire, floods 
and sea level rise are threats to Xylem facilities, and that 
those threats increase in scenarios with the highest tem-
perature rise and the most climate change. This analysis 
helps Xylem manage and mitigate risks related to climate 
change and provides valuable insights for financial actors. 
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ABout tCfd

The main goal of the Taskforce on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) is to increase disclosure 
of climate-related risks and opportunities and their 
associated	financial	consequences.	

The TCFD recommends conducting scenario ana-
lyses because they are a well-established method

for strategic planning to navigate possible futures, 
and because they can be a great tool to assess 
 potential climate-related risks and opportunities. 

The aim of the TCFD is to develop consistent and 
transparent		climate-related	financial	risk	disclosures	
to	be	used	by	financial	actors.

69%
of the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio  

obtain third-party limited assurance on  
their sustainability reporting.
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this impACt AreA Aims to highlight  
the importance of companies implementing good 
 governance principles and engaging in ethical and 
 responsible behaviour. Companies need to act in a way 
that supports the achievement of the SDGs. 

We will explore two key ways that companies can show 
that their behaviour is aligned with sustainable  
development: adopting a responsible  
approach to tax, and integrating  
sustainability in remuneration.  

responsiBle tAx BehAviour
A key to achieve sustainable development is  effective 
deployment of financial resources, and corporate taxes 
are a vital resource. Eliminating tax avoidance, tax 
abuse, and tax competition could accelerate progress 
on the SDGs, yet researchers estimate that 40% of 
 multinational profits are shifted to tax havens globally1.

Corporate taxes are a powerful tool in financing efforts 
to alleviate poverty, reducing inequality and redistribut-
ing resources, yet 55 of the largest corporations in the 
US paid zero federal taxes on their 2020 profits2. 

SDG Invest believes that companies can send a power-
ful message about their commitment to sustainable 
development through adopting tax principles based on 
responsibility, fairness, and transparency. 

We believe taxes are a key enabler of the SDGs, and we 
will always encourage our companies to make public 
their tax commitments. 

In the SDG Invest portfolio, 41% of companies have 
made public their approach to tax through a dedicated 
tax policy. While this is an improvement year-on-year, 
we believe that all companies should make this com-
mitment, and we make that belief known when we 
engage with the remaining 59%. 

Public reporting of country-by-country taxes is the ulti-
mate commitment to tax transparency. Few companies 
make this commitment, so we are proud to see 10% of our 
portfolio publishing their taxes on a country- by-country 
basis. However, at SDG Invest we are ambitious. We make 
clear to our portfolio companies that reporting country- 
by-country taxes is an example of  great leadership.

»We believe taxes are a key enabler of the SDGs, 
and we will always encourage our companies to 

make public their tax commitments.«

impaCT 8
good governAnCe prinCiples 

And ethiCAl BehAviour 

 2022

 2021
 2018

 2022 41 %
39 %

30 %
Public responsible tax policy

Public reporting of country-by-country taxes
5 % 2018

 2021
10 %
10 %

1)		Source:	nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w24701/w24701.pdf
2)	 Source:	itep.org/55-profitable-corporations-zero-corporate-tax/

http://nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w24701/w24701.pdf
http://itep.org/55-profitable-corporations-zero-corporate-tax/
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Case how elisA oYJ is fulfilling their 
 gloBAl tAx oBligAtions with   
trAnspArenCY And integritY 
A company worth highlighting in the SDG portfolio when 
it comes to responsible and transparent tax behaviour 
is Elisa OYJ, as the Finnish telecommunications compa-
ny is committed to fulfilling their global tax obligations. 
Beyond operating in full compliance with all local and in-
ternational tax law and following the OECD guidelines for 
multinational enterprises, the company is also committed 
to transparency, by publishing country-by-country taxes.

Elisa reports on their tax contribution both on a country 
level, but they also specify each of their tax contribu-
tions, such as value added tax, corporate tax, and in-
come tax. This level of transparency is key to show that 
they are serious about their goal of having efficient tax 
processes while also contributing to the communities 
they are a part of. 

Elisa states that: “by paying taxes and other public lev-
ies, we participate in the development of society in all 
our operating countries3.” They set a stellar example of 
ethical tax behaviour, and we  
hope to see more companies  
follow their approach. 

remunerAtion 
An important part of any good governance framework is 
setting fair and transparent compensation policies, but, 
in addition to securing good governance, remuneration 
can also contribute to achieving corporate sustainability 
targets. 

Executive remuneration is key to driving more sustain-
able business conduct, as companies are more likely to 
deliver on their sustainability objectives, if the reward of 
their senior leaders is directly linked to the achievement 
of those objectives. Examples of possible sustainabili-
ty objectives include a reduction in carbon emissions, 
circular economy-related targets related to recyclable 
materials or waste reduction, or increasing the number 
of women in management positions. 

Linking remuneration and sustainability objectives 
shows that companies are prioritising both financial per-
formance and sustainability efforts as key elements of 
securing long-term sustainable growth. At SDG Invest, 
we believe that is a sign of exemplary leadership. 

The sustainability agenda has gained increased impor-
tance for many companies and we are pleased to see 
more companies in our portfolio making sustainability 
a part of the determining factor of remuneration. This 
shows that senior leadership in the companies are tak-
ing ownership over sustainability progress. Over half of 
the companies in the SDG Invest portfolio have sustain-
ability as a partially determining factor of remuneration 
in 2022. That is an increase of 16% since 2021 which we 
hope to see as a continuing trend moving forward.

3)  Source: elisa.com/corporate/investors/annual-report/

Remuneration is partially  
determined by sustainability factors  2021

 2022 58 %
42 %
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Methodology/disclaimer  
Data	is	derived	from	the	companies’	publicly	available	material,	unless	otherwise	specified.	The	analysis	is	based	on	
company reports from FY 2021 and FY 2022. Base year is 2018. If data from 2018 is not available, base year is 2019 instead.

pArtnerships for sustAinABilitY

feedBACk

We are looking forward to your feedback.  
Please provide us with your feedback  

at info@sdginvest.dk.
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